Automotive Lubricants and Greases
Designed for High Performance & Efficiency

Taking You Miles, With A Smile!

FRV is a France based company started in 1997 and has started operations in India in
2019. We are an innovative and value-driven company in the business of Automotive
Lubricants, Industrial Lubricants and Electronic Batteries. With a presence in PAN India,
we have successfully entered Oils & Lubricants market in Nepal and aim to enter Sri
Lanka, Bangladesh & Bhutan in 2021
We have been able to introduce for the first time in India an engine oil with Group II+ base
oil sand world-class additives. We have technical experience in the lubricants field for the
past 50 years and are doing B2B business with other lubricants suppliers for many
decades.
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BASE OIL QUALITY - We here in FRV only deal in Group 2 and Group 3 base
oils products having high wear and tear protection and less sulphur content
on them.
FOCUS ON FUTURE PRODUCTS - We have products having 80000 Kms
intervals in engine oils and 100000 km in greases.
HIGHER API PARAMETERS IN ALL GRADES - In gear oils, we have all GL-5
Series which no other company has. In the car segment, we have oil with cj-4
and ck-4 diesel parameters which no other big brands have which have high
engine protection formula. In industrial hydraulic, we have oils with less
sulphur contents than any other brands in India.
BUCKET FILLED WITH ALL LUBRICANTS - We have wide variety of greases
and oils in our segment. We offer nearly 850 types of automotive and
Industrial greases and 350 types of automotive and industrial lubricants.
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AUTOMOTIVE
LUBRICANT

www.frvelion.com

INDUSTRIAL
LUBRICANT

ELECTRONIC
BATTERIES
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Our Future Segments would include an addtion of Electronic
Vehicles in ourexisting business in the Indian Market.

We are awarded by many great institutions for our quality and
technology. We have been awarded as:

Member of
CLEPA

www.frvelion.com

Red Dot Award for
Packaging

Best MSME Enterprise
Queen Award 2019

Member of API
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PAO BASE OILS

Description

Description

FRV 0W30 PAO-based engine oils are made up
of Poly Alpha Olefin having higher viscosity index
than other Group III base oil products. This results
in the efficient and smooth running of your
vehicles with higher mileage.

FRV 5W30 PAO-based engine oil is made of Poly
Alpha Olefin having higher viscosity index than
other Group III base oil products. This results in
the efficient and smooth running of your vehicles
with higher mileage.

Benefits

Benefits

Greater oxidative stability
Excellent low-temperature viscosities
Extremely high viscosity index
Enhanced wear protection

0W30

Specification
API SL/CJ

Greater oxidative stability
Excellent low-temperature viscosities
Extremely high viscosity index
Enhanced wear protection

5W30

Specification
API SL/CJ

Poly Alpha Olefin is by far the most common major synthetic base oil used in
industrial and automotive lubricants. It is a synthetic hydrocarbon (SHC) that
mimics the best hydrocarbon (branched) structure found in mineral oils.
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FULLY SYNTHETIC OILS

Description

Description

FRV 0W30 is a Fully Synthetic Formula Engine Oil
for turbocharged petrol and diesel engines, which
gives superior cold start protection allowing
faster oil flow at a lower temperature.

FRV 5W40 is designed to lubricate petrol engines
with extended oil change intervals. It is also
intended for diesel passenger cars and light vans,
especially with direction injection. With prolonged
oil change intervals specified by the engine
manufacturer, where the special quality of oil is
required.

Benefits
Maintains viscosity at high temperature
Anti-wear protection to extend life of the
engine
Enhanced detergency to clean and prevents
sludge formation

0W30

Specification

Benefits

5W40

API SL/CJ

Very good shear stability High Oxidation
Stability
Excellent viscosity temperature behaviour

Specification
API SN/CI4+

Description

Description

FRV 10W40 is a blend of high-quality base stocks
and a high-performance additive package that
ensures minimum drag, extended engine life,
longer oil life and easy cold-weather starting. It is
engineered for use in both petrol and automotive
diesel applications.

FRV 5W30 is a blend of high-quality base stocks
and a high-performance additive package that
ensures minimum drag, extended engine life,
longer oil life and easy cold-weather starting. It is
engineered for use in both petrol and automotive
diesel applications.

Benefits

Benefits

Excellent Wear Protection
Excellent Engine Cleanliness

10W40

Specification
API SN/CK

Excellent Wear Protection
Excellent Engine Cleanliness

5W30

Specification
API SN/CI4+

Description
Premium FRV 15W40 is an everyday engine oil formulated with mineral base oils and
high-performance additives which provide optimum performance and protection to most
latest model engines.

15W40
CI4 + Extra Mileage
(80000 KMS Drain Interval)

Benefits
Maintains viscosity at high temperature
Anti-wear protection to extend life of the engine
Enhanced detergency to clean and prevent sludge formation

Specification
API SN/CI4+

Due to this extensive process fully synthetic oil
contains fewer impurities, is freer flowing and
performs better under extreme temperatures
than conventional mineral oil. Fully synthetic oil
also degrades at a slower rate than mineral oil so
continues to perform at its best for longer.

www.frvelion.com
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SEMI SYNTHETIC &
MINERAL ENGINE OILS
Description

Description

Premium Mineral FRV 10W30 Engine Oil provides
excellent anti-wear protection. For everyday
driving
formulated
for
multi-valve
and
turbocharged 4, 6 and 8 cylinders modern petrol
and LPG engines. This oil will keep your engine
cool, clean and protected.

FRV 5W40 Semi-synthetic engine oil is made up
of advance HC engine oils, which results in
smooth rides of your car engine.

Benefits
Engine smoothness
Higher viscosity than mineral engine oils

Benefits

10W30

Provides excellent engine protection for daily
driving.
Popular viscosity provides excellent fuel
economy
Premium Mineral Base Oil provides superior
performance and protection.

Specification

Specification
API SN/CF

5W40

API SN/CF

Description

Description

FRV 15W40 Mineral Engine oil is efficient for
Diesel cars. Improve the efficiency of diesel
vehicles

FRV 10W40 Semi-synthetic engine oil is made up
of advance HC engine oils, which results in
smooth rides of your car engine.

Benefits

Benefits

Maintains viscosity at high temperature
Anti-wear protection to extend the life of the
engine
Enhanced detergency to clean and prevent
sludge formation

Engine smoothness
Higher viscosity than mineral engine oils

Specification

Specification

15W40

API SN/CF

API CI-4+/SL

10W40

Description
Premium Mineral FRV 20W50 Engine Oil is formulated with mineral base oils and highperformance additives which provide ultimate protection for older or worn engines.

Benefits

20W50

Designed to protect higher kilometre engines from wear. Increased viscosity slows oil
loss or burning.
Extra oil film strength quietens worn engines.

Specification
API SG/SM/CF

Mineral oils are directly derived from refined crude
petroleum oil. During the process, natural
contaminants and unwanted hydrocarbons are
removed. However, mineral oils are thicker and
flow through the engine circuit slowly, resulting in
increased fuel consumption.

www.frvelion.com
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FULLY SYNTHETIC OILS

Description

Description

FRV 10W40-4T is a Fully Synthetic oil for very
high-performance 4-stroke engines. Its formula
ensures maximum protection for all engine
components. With special emphasis on the clutch
and gearbox, it provides smoother and quiet
handling while maintaining maximum power.

FRV 15W-50 is a Fully Synthetic oil specially
engineered for the highest level of protection
demanded by high-performance engines and
helps to extend engine life and prevent engine oil
leaks.

Specification

Specification

API SN/JASO MA2

API SN/JASO MA2

10W40-4T

15W50

Fully Synthetic Engine Oil is made by engineering Mineral Oils at a molecular
level. This rids the Engine Oil of impurities and makes the molecules more
uniform in structure, which allows Fully Synthetic Oils to be used in the most
challenging conditions, Motorsports and extreme climatic conditions.

www.frvelion.com
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SEMI SYNTHETIC &
MINERAL ENGINE OILS

Description

Description

FRV 20W40-4T is a 4-stroke multigrade engine
oil specially formulated for 4-stroke motorcycle
engines. The motor oil additives provide strong oil
film for perfect protection and lubrication with
reduced wear under a wide range of
temperatures.

FRV 20W50 is made up of HC synthesis base oils
which results in good protection of your bike
engine. Ideal for Royal Enfields, JAWA bikes.

Specification

Specification

API SN/JASO MA2

API SN/JASO MA2

20W40

20W50

Description

10W30-4T

FRV Moto 10W30-4T is a mineral oil specially engineered for the highest level of protection
demanded by high-performance engines and helps to extend engine life and prevent engine
oil leaks.

Specification
API SN/JASO MA2

What is a Mineral Oil ?
Mineral oils are directly
derived from refined crude
petroleum oil. During the
process, natural contaminants
and unwanted hydrocarbons
are removed.
However, mineral oils are
thicker and flow through the
engine circuit slowly, resulting
in increased fuel consumption.

www.frvelion.com
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SYNTHETIC ENGINE OILS

TRUCK OIL SAE 15W40 API CI-4+
Description
Premium Mineral 15W-40 Everyday Engine Oil is formulated with
Mineral Base Oils and High-Performance Additives which provide
optimum performance and protection to latest model engines.

Specification
API CI4 +/SL

TRACTOR OIL SAE 15W40 API CH-4
Description
Premium multigrade motor oil helps to maintain performance in
diesel engines. It helps to protect against the build-up of piston
deposits for engine efficiency. Exceeds performance limits in
piston ring, cylinder liner and valve train wear tests for long life.

Specification
API CH4 / SJ

TRACTOR OIL SAE 15W40 API CF-4
Description
To deliver the extra protection required in a higher power or
turbocharged engines, Synthetic oil contains up to 20% more
active deposit control additives than more basic oils such as those
meeting API CF-4.

Specification

FRV Synthetic Engine
Oil is the quality and
high-performance oil
that provides the latest
wear protection for the
modern engine.
Our liquid engineering
team guarantees the
protective film which
will avoid oil from
breaking down with in
lower.viscosity,
decrease friction given
any driving speed.

API CH4 / SJ

www.frvelion.com
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MODERATE DUTY

FRVelion Oils India Pvt Ltd
Reach Us

Connect with Us

Asia Marketing Office
90b, Delhi – Jaipur Expressway,Sector 18,
Gurugram,Haryana 122008, India

+91 33355 12874
+91 97114 41842

France Office
81 Avenue Frederic
Mistral 38 670

frvelion.com

info@frvelion.com

/frvelion

Taking You Miles, With A Smile!
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